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Royal Highland Show

Tayforth will, as always, be attending the Royal Highland Show at Ingliston,
Edinburgh from Thursday 20th June – Sunday 23rd June. If you are attending the
show, you will find a member of our friendly team each day on the Scottish Rings
Stand on Avenue Q near the Forestry arena. Please do pop by the stand to enjoy
some refreshments and a catch up with the team.

We would like to wish all our members who are competing and exhibiting over the
week at the show the best of luck.

For those members who are competing and exhibiting we would love you to email



us with your pictures of the show, to be part in a future feature.
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Availability

Just a small reminder that should you have availability of anything, ranging from
yourself for labour work, with & without machines, straw, grain, even grazing –
Summer or Winter, sheds for cattle over wintering or any other commodities
please do let us know and we can have it on the system allowing the efficient
matching up of requests. 

Net & Silage Wrap

With the silage season in full swing, please do
remember that Tayforth has stock of both
Silage wrap and Netwrap for members to either
collect in small numbers from our store near
Milnathort or have full pallets delivered straight
to your farm at competitive prices!

Chipped, Cracked or Broken Window! Let us help!

Had an Accident, got a broken window on your Tractor, Plant machine or even
your pick-up or car. Then Remember to give Tayforth a call to get a great
competitive price from our premier professional window fitting members Plant
Glazing Ltd. They cover anywhere in Scotland, and with the help of their partners
can provide cover for the whole of the UK.

So if you need a window replaced and want a great price to get you back on the
move in no time, then remember to Talk To Tayforth!
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